Drive system at a low speed electric cars have a hard speed setting is set on a wide range, causing an inconvenience for motorists and a fast response is required any change of speed. It is necessary for good system performance in control motor speed and torque at low speeds which is operated by Field Oriented Control (FOC). In this method of Proportional Integral Derivative used settings Fuzzy Logic Controller (PID-FLC) to dynamically respond to changes in speed and torque in an electric car, so we get smoothness at any speed change and braking as well as maximum torque motor. Neural Network (NN) with Levenberg Marquardt training (LevMar), to set the parameters and the optimal PID gain to drive a three phase induction motor. Test results showed that a fast response to changes in speed electric car.
INTRODUCTION
The induction motor has more benefits because it is robust and relatively cheap. It is also mostly used to electrically drive a car in constant speed, big inertia, and no need regular maintenance [1] .
However, it also has weakness in complicated speed control. The advance technology in electrics makes this complication easy to solve.
Electric car should be able to move smoothly such as ICE car started from the start having constant acceleration, the running with steady state condition and the breaking of which the car is driven slowly and stopped. To move the car in such way, the motor acceleration needs to be controlled.
Meanwhile an ac motor has a multi-variable nonlinear coupled structure of which its acceleration is difficult to control. However, dc motor has a structure that is decoupled so that its acceleration is easier to control. The control operation of ac motor driver generally needs complicated algorithm implemented in an accurately real time signal process. By using the advance technology of power electronics and electric control, the task for complicated control can be implemented. To do this job, the induction motor is made linear by operating the method of Field Oriented Control [2] [3] .
In the development of Field Oriented Control, the method is known to have characteristics that is similar to the dc motor induction of which the current magnetic field and anchor current are mutually upright [3] .
In the use of drive, electric car is often operated in high or low changing acceleration. And the operation of induction motor on low acceleration often gets in trouble. Therefore, the controller for managing the appropriate operation is needed to get high performance and fast response, control and characteristic paramount, and recovery acceleration as the result of dropped speed due to the load effect. The role of the controller is to improve the response for managing proper acceleration. A common controller is PID that needs recovery act when the load changes. Therefore, the Fuzzy controller based on Self Tuning is implemented. We ask that authors follow some simple guidelines. In essence, we ask you to make your paper look exactly like this document. The easiest way to do this is simply to download the template, and replace the content with your own material.
FIELD ORIENTED CONTROL (FOC)
A motor works on the basis of induction process in the rotor part. When the current flows in the rotor coil, it creates induction that is caused by the differences between the rotor rotation and the field of stator, created by the static coils.
Electromagnetic torque (T e ) is the function of stator current and rotor current, such as: 
NEURAL NETWORK BASED ON LEVENBERG MARQUARDT ALGORITHM
Neural network or artificial neural networks (ANN) is a distributed information processing structure in the form of directed graph. The advantages of this neural network is a network can learn where there are two stages in the operation of the ANN. At this stage of learning to adjust to any provision of input connections to the network produces the desired output with the structure and parameters of the optimal ANN. There are two stages of learning, namely supervised learning (with supervision) and unsupervised learning (without supervision). While the initial testing phase input in the form of the unknown information is given as input the network. Each cell will perform computation by function aktifasinya connection with the influence of weight gained during the learning process.
Levenberg Marquardt
Levenberg Marquardt algorithm can be performed using the second derivative approach without having to calculate the Hessian matrix. If the feed forward neural network using the work function of the sum of square hessian matrix can be approximated by [4] [5] [6] :
And the gradient can be calculated by :
With J is the Jacobian matrix containing first derivatives of the weighting network error and bias network. Levenberg Marquardt algorithm can be calculated with the approach to compute the Hessian matrix with :
(5) Weighted so that repairs can be calculated :
Where I is the identity matrix and e is a vector of size pn o that can be determined by the equation J T J. With the input dimensions are n i ,, hidden dimension is n h and the output dimension is n o . So the total weight can be calculated by :
So the dimension of the Jacobian matrix is pn o while x w is the Hessian matrix dimensions w x w.
x = weights and biases in the network Jacobi matrix is a matrix of first derivatives of the weights and the bias error in the network. Jacobi matrix between input layer and hidden layer is a matrix that contains the error derivative of the weights between the input layer, hidden layer and bias.
• Jacobi matrix element between the input layer and hidden layer : (9) • Jacobi matrix element for the bias in the hidden layer (10) • Jacobi matrix element between the hidden layer and output layer (11) • Jacobi matrix element for the bias in the output layer (12) 
DESIGN OF SYSTEM SIMULATION
At this stage the hardware design and make the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm for neural network PID tuning that aims to control the plant to match the expected. Here is a block diagram of control system Neural Network with Levenberg Marquardt training method. The diagram in Figure 2 has a data input to the NN and will be split into two input nodes, three hidden nodes and one output node. So the dimension of the matrix jacobiannya to 1 x 13 where "1" is derived from the data input into the NN and "13" comes from the number of weights and biases that are connected from the input layer to hidden layer. So the dimension of the hessian matrix is 13 x 13 which is a product of the J T with J (see figure 2 ).
The following are the stages of the control system are assigned the value of NN LevMar for weights and biases are connected. The steps as folow :
(1) The first step taken to set the initial values of the weights connected between the input and hidden layer (v) and the hidden and output layer (w) are random. Determine the value of μ and β where there are no provisions on how much the value of μ and β, but many studies using μ = 0.1 and β = 10. (17) (4) The fourth step is done by calculating the Jacobian matrix (J) which contains the first error derivative of the weights and bias.
(5) The fifth step is done by calculating the difference in weight by using equation (18) 
Having obtained the new weights are calculated as the error back to step 3. If the error is reduced, the new do (μ/β) and return to step 2 to step 7. If a new error is not reduced then do (μxβ) and return to step 5. This will be carried out continuously until the same error with the error limit. LevMAr Neural Network algorithm as a whole are as follows on figure 3.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANA-LYSIS
In 
CONCLUSION
From the results of simulation using Visual Basic, a summary can be presented as follows :
 The simulation of motor using PID Fuzzy controller and NN LevMar does not show overshot results obtained so the conditions are like on a first-order system.  In high frequency operation, the control method can produce better percent overshoot.  Steady state error is relatively very small on the examination of some set points.
